
Date:April 15, 2022

Subject: Dynamic Destruction Weapons

Weapons  which  are  in  the  category  of  DYNAMIC  DESTRUCTION  WEAPONS  are  a
category of weapons which are able to be targeted to an area, or a group of people or to even just a
single person. If you ask why would such a weapon be developed and what are the advantages of such
a weapon ??? Here are the characteristics of such a weapon and why this category of weapon has been
regarded as ultra top secret by all organizations or countries working on them.

 1 Design it to have a 100% effective kill rate.

 2 Design the Agent to be able to be delivered by multiple delivery systems over both a short
time or a long time to idle in wait for the “kill instruction”:
 2.1 Drinking water supply
 2.2 Soft drink supply
 2.3 Piggyback this “KILLER” weapon into the juice which is jabbed into people for

the “COVID VAX JAB”

 3 Design the agent so it is able to live in the body for a potentially a long time and be ready
to go to work the minute the agent enters the body or it is activated at some time in the
future so as to cloud or mask both the source and delivery system.

 4 Design the agent so it is able to work in a diluted form or a concentrated form.

 5 Design the agent so it is able to kill in spite of  differences in body genetics and immune
response reactions. 

Now that you see what the design parameters are for this chemical/biological agent needs to do 
how is it possible to EASILY make such a deadly agent ?

 1 Begin with a graphene based NANOBOT material which has these characteristics:
 1.1 The nanobot core used must be one of the 5G activated nanobot cores which activate on 

a “group ID” signal from a 5g RF source (either a cell phone tower or a hand held 5g 
device.)

 1.2 The shell of the NANOBOT must survive a wide range of water temperatures before 
activation.

 1.3 The release pocket in the NANOBOT must be large enough to hold enough of the agent 
so that a diluted solution of the NANOBOTS will still carry enough of the agent to kill the 
host.

 2 The current preferred agent is called “COBRA 6”
 2.1 As  the  name suggests  this  is  the  sixth  variant  “improvement”  in  the  developmental

series.
 2.2 It is designed to have an effective 100% kill rate when injected and activated.
 2.3 It has nerve agent parts which halt nerve functions.
 2.4 It has special cell wall destruction functions for specific internal organs.



 3 How do we build such an agent ?
 3.1 Begin with snake and spider venoms which do the following:

 3.1.1 Begin with highly active neuro-toxins which can halt the heartbeat or breathing.
 3.1.2 Add the digestive toxins which begin digesting whatever part of the body they

happen to be in at the time of activation
 3.2 Then alter the toxins:

 3.2.1 Make the toxins more potent by juggling the genetics and chemical recipes of the
toxins.

 3.2.2 Make the toxins more stable so that  when they are idling in the NANOBOT
“holding cell” (container) they do not weaken.

 4 When all is ready begin manufacturing the liquid agents in high volume.

 5 Begin distribution.



HOW DO THE NANOBOTS WORK

Think of the NANOBOT as a very tiny container which has a group number as well as a
unique number for each nanobot in the group, also the NANOBOTS are tuned to specific RF
frequencies which when modulated causes the NANOBOT to dump it’s cargo area into the blood
stream. So lets follow the steps:

 1 A request is issued with the following specifications:
 1.1 Size of the desired NANOBOT
 1.2 Size of the desired cargo area of the NANOBOT
 1.3 Temperature range the NANOBOT must operate within
 1.4 Base frequency for the RF triggering\
 1.5 Length of the GROUP ID string and modulation to trigger on
 1.6 Length of the UNIQUE ID string and the modulation to trigger on

 2 Then the contents to be loaded into the group of NANOBOTS is brewed up

 3 The contents are loaded into the NANOBOTS and the covers sealed on
 4 The fluid which holds the nanobots is  loaded into BULK containers if  going to water

reservoirs for distribution or into vials with lot numbers if being used for an inject-able
situation like a COVID JAB JUICE.

 5 Both the water distribution project as well as the EMBEDDED COVID VAX id project
are using the same base level technology.



EPILOGUE

Remember that our only true peace and protection comes from Jesus and we must look to Jesus
100 % for wisdom and guidance each new day and all day each day. I AM SAD TO REPORT THAT
BULK DELIVERIES OF THESE AGENTS ARE BEING MADE TO ALL THE DRINKING
WATER RESERVOIRS IN THE USA MAINLAND.


